
FROM THE ROADS COMMITTEE CHAIR

To the Residents of Locust Lake Village:

I know it seems that nothing is happening with our roads. Let me update you with what has transpired over the last month. We have

had contractors in to look at our roads and give us estimates to get them resurfaced. We were informed that we have several problems

which preclude putting on new surfaces.

These problems are:

1. Drainage. We need to clean and repair our current drainage system and add additional drainage. As seen with the last two

tropical systems, our drainage system failed and caused our roads to be over washed and undercut. Unless this is fixed, any

new surface put down will also be damaged. To that end, we have tasked our Maintenance Department to put extra effort into

cleaning and restoring our current drainage system. We are attempting to hire additional contractor help to assist in this effort.

We are also hiring an Engineering firm to evaluate our current system and show us where to improve upon it. They will also

evaluate an expansion of the system to help us eliminate the problems we have been experiencing. This will take time to

complete.

2. Debris. Our roads have a lot of loose stone and other materials on them. This inhibits the laying of a new surface and also

washes off clogs in our drainage system. We are attempting to get contractors in to sweep clean our roads.

3. Tree Canopy. A lot of our roads are overgrown with tree limbs. This causes the road surfaces to remain wet for extended times

after a rainfall which leads to degradation of the road surface. Also, a new surface, when put down, needs the UV light from

the sun to properly set up. Again, we are attempting to get contractors in to help with this issue.

4. We have learned that PENNDOT does not allow paving or tar and chipping of roads after September 15th as the temperatures

are not stable enough to allow proper curing of the materials.

In summary, these conditions did not arise overnight and they cannot be fixed overnight. We are starting the process necessary to

repair our roads by remediating these existing problems first so that we can successfully resurface our roads and have them last a

proper lifetime. We ask for your patience during this time.

If you have any questions, please contact the Road Committee Chair.

Thank You,

Stephen Pace, Road Committee Chair


